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Abstract—The Laban Effort and Shape components provide
a systematic tool for a compact and informative description of
the dynamic qualities of movements. To enable the application of
Laban notation in computational movement analysis, measurable
physical correlates of Effort and Shape components need to
be identified. Such physical correlates enable quantification of
Effort and Shape components, which in turn facilitates computational analysis of affective movements. In this work, two
existing approaches to quantification of Laban Effort components
(Weight, Time, Space, and Flow) based on measurable movement
features (position, velocity, acceleration, and jerk) are adapted for
hand and arm movements, and a new approach for quantifying
Shape Directional based on the average trajectory curvature is
proposed. The results show a high correlation between Laban
annotations provided by a certified movement analyst (CMA)
and the quantified Effort Weight (81%), Time (77%) and Shape
Directional (93%) for an affective hand and arm movement
dataset.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the advancement of interactive technologies such
as social robotics e.g., [1], kinetic sculptures e.g., [2], and
animated agents e.g., [3], it is becoming more important to
develop computational models that can accurately recognize
users’ expressions, and generate appropriate responses through
different modalities including movement. The work on affect
and its bodily manifestation in psychology and the dance
community provides valuable insights that can advance the
research in affective computing. In particular, movement notation systems provide a rich tool for a more compact and
informative representation of the movements as compared
to high-dimensional joint angle time-series trajectories. The
existing notation systems can be divided into two classes: 1)
functional, and 2) structural [4].
Functional approaches describe the communicative function of a displayed movement using verbal labels, i.e., they
provide a taxonomy of the movements. The Ekman and
Friesen formulation of kinesic1 behaviours into five categories
(Emblems, Illustrators, Affect displays, Regulators, and Manipulators) is an example of a functional notation system [6].
The verbal labels used in functional notation systems provide
no information about the appearance of the movements; hence,
these systems are not adequate for detailed movement analysis
and reproduction. Structural approaches notate the structure,
dynamics, and form characteristics of the movements [4].
Inspired by linguistic notation systems, Birdwhistell proposed
1 Birdwhistell defines non-verbal communicative body movements as kinesics [5].

a structural movement notation system that parallels phonemic
transcription and consists of kine (the smallest perceivable
body motion e.g., raising eye brows), kinemes (a group of
movements with the same social meaning e.g., one nod,
two nod, three nods), kinemorphs (a combination of kinemes
forming a gesture), followed by kinemorphic classes and
complex kinemorphic constructs [5]. Birdwhistell also used
motion qualifiers and action modifiers that define the extent of
muscular tension, duration, and range of the movement.
The Laban system is a structural notation system that was
developed for writing and analyzing dance choreography [7],
[8]. Laban encodes both the structural characteristics and the
expressive specificities of a movement using a set of semantic
components. The Laban system has four major components:
Body, Effort, Shape, and Space. Body and Space describe the
structural characteristics of the movement, whereas Effort and
Shape are primarily concerned with the qualitative aspects of
the movement. Effort encodes the use of energy along four
bipolar dimensions of Weight, Time, Space, and Flow with
their extremes being Light/Strong, Sustained/Sudden, Indirect/Direct, and Free/Bound, respectively. Shape characterizes
the dynamic changes in the movement using three components:
Shape Flow, Directional, and Shaping/Carving [9].
Despite their proven suitability for movement coding, the
notation systems do not explicitly provide quantitative measures, which is perhaps the main barrier to their application
in affective computing. Furthermore, the extensive attention to
microanalysis (e.g., Birdwhistell system [5]), and the need for
special training (e.g., Laban system) hamper their adoption in
affective computing.
In computational human motion analysis, movements are
commonly represented in terms of joint angle trajectories
(e.g., [10]), or derived discrete or time-series features (e.g.,
maximum velocity [11]). Movement modeling based on these
kinematic features does not necessarily capture expressive
qualities. Therefore, there is a need for a movement representation that can highlight the expressive qualities of the
movements.
Laban Effort and Shape provide a consistent representation
of the expressive qualities in terms of a fixed number of
semantic components. There have been a few attempts to
quantify Laban components. Nakata et al. proposed a quantification of the Effort components (Time, Weight, Space),
and Shape components (Shaping/Carving and Shape Flow)
for a pet robot [12]. The quantified components were used
to generate different dance movements, which were perceived

by human observers as conveying distinct emotions in a user
study [12]. In [13], the proposed quantification by Nakata et
al. was adapted for extracting characteristic full-body human
movements. An agreement between the quantification and
an expert annotation was reported only for detecting the
extremes of Time and Weight, without providing an explicit
comparison in terms of statistical correlation. Furthermore,
the quantified Shape components were not verified in the
study. In [14], quantified Laban Body, Effort (Weight, Time,
Space, and Flow), and Shape Flow components were used
for full-body motion indexing and retrieval. The quantified
components were not verified in comparison to an expert
annotation. Camurri et al. [15] and Glowinski et al. [16]
propose quantitative features (motion fluency, impulsiveness,
energy computed as the weighted sum of the limbs’ kinetic
energy, spatial extent) inspired by Laban Effort components for
automatic recognition of video-tracked affective movements.
The application of Laban Effort and Shape is also reported for
movement generation, in which movement physical features
(e.g., position) are derived using a set of specified Laban
Effort and Shape components in [17] and features inspired
by social psychology reports on bodily expression of affect in
[18]. In contrast to [17] and [18], who use specified Laban
levels to generate movements, our work aims at quantifying
the Laban components from observed human movements using
measurable physical movement features.
In this work, the Laban Effort quantifications from [13],
[14] are adapted for hand and arm movements. We propose
a continuous measure of Laban Effort components, unlike
[13] and [14], which quantify the components as boolean
features. In addition, a quantification for Shape Directional
of hand and arm movements is proposed. The quantified
Laban components are verified by assessing their statistical
correlation with annotations provided by a certified movement
analyst (CMA) for a set of affective hand and arm movements.
It is shown that the proposed quantifications provide reliable
measures of Laban components, which are in congruence with
CMA annotations.
II. L ABAN E FFORT AND S HAPE
Laban has four major components: Body2 , Space, Shape,
and Effort. Body indicates the active body parts, and the
sequence of their involvement in the movement. Space defines
where in space the movement is happening, and directions of
the body and body parts. Shape characterizes the bodily form,
and its changes in space. Effort describes the inner attitude
toward the use of energy. In other words, Body and Space
describe What one does through a movement, whereas Effort
and Shape describe How the movement is performed [9].
Bartenieff presented Effort and Shape as a complete system
for the objective study of different types of movements,
from behavioural and expressive perspectives [9]. Bartenieff
emphasizes that emotions and their intensity can be precisely
observed through the Effort components. Therefore, Effort
and Shape are the most relevant for the study of affective
movements. In particular, when the motion trajectory is known,
Effort and Shape can be used to encode qualitative modulations of the specified motion trajectory for conveying desired
affective expressions. Effort and Shape represent affective
movements in terms of four components of Effort (Table I)
and three components of Shape (Table II).
2 In

this paper, Laban terms are capitalized.

TABLE I.

L ABAN E FFORT COMPONENTS ADAPTED FROM [9], [19]
Extremes
Direct
Indirect
Light
Strong
Sustained
Sudden
Free
Bound

Space: Attention to
surroundings
Weight: Sense of the
impact of ones movement
Time: Sense of
urgency
Flow: Attitude toward
bodily tension and control

Example
Pointing to a particular spot
Waving away bugs
Dabbing paint on a canvas
Punching
Stroking a pet
Swatting a fly
Waving wildly
Carefully carrying a cup of hot liquid

III. L ABAN E FFORT AND S HAPE QUANTIFICATIONS
In this work, two Laban Effort quantifications for fullbody movements (Weight, Time, Space quantifications from
[13], and Weight, Time, Space, Flow quantifications from
[14]) are adapted for hand and arm movements. Furthermore,
an approach to quantify Shape Directional is proposed. The
adapted quantifications from [13] and [14] are referred to as
Q1 and Q2, hereafter. It should be emphasized that in both
[13] and [14], Laban Effort components are considered as
boolean features (high/low feature), and their quantification
as a boolean feature depends on the definition of a suitable
threshold. Furthermore, the quantifications for Time, Weight,
Space, and Flow Effort in [14] store the time frames at which a
Sudden, Strong, Direct, and Bound motion starts and ends. In
this work, the Effort components are quantified as continuous
quantities.The efficacy of the quantification approaches will be
compared with each other, and with CMA annotations of the
subject movements. Note that [13] applies the quantification to
the aggregate set of body parts involved in a movement, while
[14] quantifies Effort components for individual body parts.
Weight Effort: Inspired by [13], the maximum of the sum of
the kinetic energy of the moving body parts is used to estimate
Weight Effort. The higher the maximum of the kinetic energy,
the Stronger the Weight. The sum of the kinetic energy for the
hand and arm at time ti is:
E(ti ) = E Hand (ti ) + E Arm (ti ), where
X
E Hand (ti ) =
E j (ti )
j=F ingers
U pperArm

E Arm (ti ) = E

(1)

(ti ) + E F orearm (ti ).

For instance, the kinetic energy of the forearm at time ti is
computed as:
2

E F orearm (ti ) = αF orearm v F orearm (ti ) ,

(2)

where αF orearm is the mass coefficient for the forearm and
2
v F orearm (ti ) is the speed of the forearm at time ti . The
proposed Weight Effort for a movement of length T is then
determined as:
W eightQ1 = max(E(ti )) ∀i ∈ [0, T ].

(3)

In [12], the mass coefficients for different body parts of a
dancing pet robot were set based on their “visual mass and
conspicuousness” in the range of 1 to 4 (e.g., αtrunk = 4 and
αarm = 2). In [13], the mass coefficients for different human
body parts were set to 1. In the present work, mass coefficients
are set to 1 for all the body parts.
In [14], Weight is quantified using deceleration of motion:
Strong (large deceleration) or Light (little or no deceleration).
In the present work this is adapted such that for each hand and
arm movement, the maximum of the deceleration time-series
for the k th body part is used as the Weight component for that
body part (W eightkQ2 ).

TABLE II.
Shape Flow: is self-referential and defines readjustments of the
whole body for internal physical comfort*.
Directional: is goal-oriented and defines the pathway to connect
or bridge to a person, object, or location in space.
Shaping/Carving: is process-oriented and is the three dimensional “sculpting” of body oriented to creating or experiencing
volume in interaction with the environment.

L ABAN S HAPE COMPONENTS [20].
Elements
Growing
Shrinking
Arc-like
Spoke-like
Molding, Contouring, or Accommodating

Example
Self-to-self communication, stretching to yawn
Exhaling with a sigh
Swinging the arm forward to shake hands
Pressing a button
Cradling a baby

∗Shape Flow remains as a support for Directional and Shaping/Carving movements [21].

Time Effort: Based on the proposed quantification in [13], the
weighted sum of the accelerations of the moving body parts is
used to estimate the Time Effort for hand and arm movements.
The weights are the mass coefficients similar to the W eightQ1 .
The acceleration3 for the k th body part at time ti is:
k

k

k

a (ti ) = v (ti ) − v (ti−1 ).

T
X
|vk (ti ) − vk (ti−1 ))|
i=2

ti − ti−1

.

(5)

Space Effort: The Space quantification from [13] is adapted
to measure the Directness of hand and arm movements using
the inner product of tangents of torso and wrist trajectories
at every time instance. If a movement is Direct, then the
resulting inner product time-series would be strictly monotonic
or constant, whereas an Indirect movement would demonstrate
a fluctuating time-series with multiple peaks (or changes in
direction). Therefore, to quantify Space Effort, the number of
peaks in the resulting Space time-series is counted, and the
Space Effort component is determined on a scale of 1 to 5
through a binning process.
SpaceQ1 = # of peaks(vW (ti ).vT (ti ) ∀i ∈ [0, T ]),
W

k
F lowQ2
=

(6)

T

where v (ti ) and v (ti ) represent tangents to wrist and torso
trajectories at time ti , respectively.
Using the Space quantification from [14], the Space Effort
at an upper body part is quantified as the ratio of the displacement to the net distance travelled by the body part. In the
present study, SpacekQ2 represents the Space component for
the k th body part and is computed for a movement of length
T as:
PT
|Pk (ti ) − Pk (ti−1 )|
k
,
(7)
SpaceQ2 = i=2 k
|P (T ) − Pk (t1 )|
where Pk (ti ) is the Cartesian position of the k th body part at
time ti .
3 In the quantifications, the derivatives of motion trajectories, used to
compute velocity, acceleration, and jerk, are low-pass filtered to remove the
high-frequency noise.

T
X
|ak (ti ) − ak (ti−1 )|
i=2

(4)

Sudden movements are characterized by larger values in the
weighted acceleration time-series as compared to Sustained
movements. In particular, in the present study, the maximum
of the computed weighted acceleration time-series is used to
describe Time Effort of hand and arm movements (T imeQ1 ).
Using [14], the Time Effort for a movement of length T
is determined as the net acceleration accumulated at the body
parts over time (Equation 5). In Equation 5, vk (ti ) represents
the Cartesian velocity of the k th body part at time ti .
T imekQ2 =

Flow Effort for a body part k is computed as the aggregated
jerk over time as proposed in [14] (Equation 8). Jerk is the
third order derivative of the position.
ti − ti−1

,

(8)

where ak (ti ) is the Cartesian acceleration of the k th body part
at time ti .
Shape Directional defines the pathway along which a movement is executed. Shape Directional can be ’Spoke-like’
or ’Arc-like’. Spoke-like Directional movements travel on a
straight line from the body center or return on a straight line
to the body center [21]. The pathway of Arc-like movements
is characterized by a flat arc starting at the side and moving
forward and upward [21]. Furthermore, Arc-like Directional
movements can have a flat arc in the horizontal plane while
travelling forward and sideways(and likewise in the reverse
direction).
To capture Shape Directional, which wasn’t considered
in either of [14] or [13], we propose to use the average
curvature of the movement in a 2 dimensional (2D) plane
within which the largest displacement occurs. To capture the
2D plane with maximum displacement, we apply multi-variate
principal component analysis (PCA) [22] on the 3D Cartesian
trajectories of the upper body joints and extract the top two
dimensions. The extracted dimensions span the 2D plane where
the maximum displacement occurs. Next, the average 2D
curvature within the PCA-extracted 2D plane (xy plane) for
a movement of length T is computed as follows:
T p
1 X (ÿ(ti )ẋ(ti ) − ẍ(ti )ẏ(ti ))2
,
(9)
κ=
T
(ẋ2 (ti ) + ẏ(ti )2 )3/2
i=1

where ẋ(ti ) and ẍ(ti ) indicate the first and second derivatives
of x trajectory at time ti , respectively.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Affective hand and arm dataset
On the one hand, an affective expression can be communicated through a number of kinematically different movements,
and on the other hand, there exist kinematically similar movements that convey distinct affective expressions. Therefore,
for exploratory analysis, a movement dataset is needed that
provides exemplars representing these nuances in affective
expressions. In this work, six hand and arm motion paths
were designed in consultation with a CMA, and used by a
professional actor to convey six basic Ekman emotions (i.e.,
anger, happiness, sadness, fear, disgust, surprise [23]) one at a
time. Therefore, each demonstrated movement, in its entirety,
was intended to convey a specific emotion. Table III describes

TABLE III.

H AND AND ARM MOTION PATHS *

Motion path
A

Description
From Self, right arm down along side to forward mid Level,
reaching to take something, palm up palm remains open.
B
Similar motion as A, but in the reverse direction.
C
Right palm open on upper chest, opening and extending right
arm fully directly in front of the right shoulder at forward midlevel, with the palm facing left, perpendicular to the floor similar
to the hand-shake position.
D
Similar motion as C, but in the reverse direction.
E
Right arm is extended forward at mid-level with open palm
facing down and the hand parallel to the floor. Moving backward
ending with the open palm facing forward near the right
shoulder.
F
Similar motion as E, but in the reverse direction.
∗ During these movements, the wrist and finger orientations remain constant.

Fig. 1.

Upper body model used in Laban quantification.

the designed hand and arm motion paths. For each pair of
motion path and emotion, 5 trials were recorded.
The study received ethics approval from the Office of
Research Ethics, University of Waterloo. The motion capture
was done using the MotionAnalysis4 optical motion capture
system with a sampling frequency of 200Hz, at the University
of Waterloo and in the presence of the CMA and one of the
researchers. Informed consent was obtained from the actor
prior to the motion capture session. The marker set used for
the motion capture is shown in Figure 1.
B. CMA annotation
Laban movement annotations provided by the CMA are
used to investigate the efficacy of the proposed Laban quantifications for the hand and arm movements by computing
the statistical correlation between the CMA-annotated and
quantified Laban components. A high correlation between the
CMA-annotated and quantified Laban components verifies the
efficacy of the quantification.
For this purpose, an annotation questionnaire was designed
in consultation with the CMA in which Weight, Time, Space,
and Flow Effort of a movement were rated by the CMA on a 5point Likert scale, while watching the video of the movement.
For each Effort component, two extra 5-point Likert scales
were also provided to allow for annotating subintervals along
the movement with distinct Effort qualities (if any). The 5point Likert scale spans between poles of Effort components.
Furthermore, an open-ended text box was provided for each
Effort component to accommodate additional comments that
the CMA might have on a particular movement and annotation.
In the videos, the actor’s face was masked and the videos were
muted.
The questionnaire also included annotation of Shape Directional (options: Arc-like/Spoke-like), Shaping/Carving (options: yes/not significant). Shape Flow is self-referential and
defines readjustments of the whole body for internal physical
4 Motion

Analysis Corporation, www.motionanalysis.com

comfort [20]. Therefore, Shape Flow can not be observed in
the isolated and prescribed hand and arm movements used
in this study, and it was excluded from the annotation and
quantification analysis. Furthermore, a visual observation of
the hand and arm movements revealed to the CMA that
Shaping/Carving occurs only slightly in the fingers for some
of the movements, which is probably due to the prescribed
motion paths and no-movement constraints placed on the wrist
and fingers. Therefore, the Shaping/Carving is not significant
for the hand and arm movements with the kinematic model
used in this work (Figure 1), and it was also excluded from
quantification analysis.
A total of 44 movements were annotated, which include
the following motion-emotion pairs: 3 F-anger, 3 F-sadness,
3 F-disgust, 3 F-fear, 2 E-surprise, 2 E-fear, 1 E-disgust,
1 E-sadness, 1 E-happiness, 1 E-anger, 2 D-anger, 1 Dsadness, 2 D-fear, 2 C-anger, 2 C-happiness, 2 C-sadness, 2
C-disgust, 2 C-fear, 2 C-surprise, 1 B-anger, 1 B-happiness, 1
B-sadness, 1 B-disgust, 1 B-fear, 1 B-surprise, 1 A-happiness.
We assume that each movement in the dataset has unique Time,
Weight, Space, and Flow Effort qualities and therefore, we only
consider the CMA-annotated movements with single Effort
annotations (sample size column in Table IV). This assumption
is important as we are after movement cues most salient
to different Effort and Shape components that can uniquely
represent varying levels of these components.
V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The correlations between the quantified and CMAannotated Effort and Shape components are computed based
on the Pearson linear correlation coefficient. Note that the
proposed quantification measures are continuous and not discrete classes/labels, therefore classification accuracy measures
such as precision and recall are not reported. Furthermore, the
significance of the obtained correlations is evaluated at p<0.05
with a null hypothesis H 0 stating: there is no correlation,
r = 0, between the CMA-annotated and quantified Laban
component x, where x ={Space, Time, Weight, Flow, Shape
Directional}. p-values represent the probability of getting a
correlation as large as the observed correlation by random
chance, when the true correlation is zero. Table IV shows
the resulting correlations between the quantified and CMAannotated Effort components and their significance. The Q1
Effort quantifications are obtained for aggregate set of body
parts involved in the movements, whereas the Q2 Effort
quantifications are obtained for each body part, separately.
There are high and significant correlations between the
CMA-annotated and quantified Laban components for Weight
and Time Effort, whereas there are lower correlations between
the quantified and CMA-annotated Space and Flow Effort.
Two approaches were used to measure Weight Effort: 1)
the maximum of the kinetic energy of the upper body parts
(W eightQ1 ) , and 2) the maximum of the deceleration at
different upper body parts (W eightQ2 ). Considering a unit
distance travelled by a body part, the deceleration of that
body part is proportional to the rate of change in its kinetic
energy. The maximum of the deceleration implies the maximum absorption of the kinetic energy [14] e.g., at the end of
a punching movement. Therefore, the peak of the deceleration
and the peak of the kinetic energy (the difference between the
maximum and minimum of the kinetic energy as the minimum
of the kinetic energy is zero) are both measuring the maximum

C ORRELATIONS (%) BETWEEN CMA- ANNOTATED AND QUANTIFIED L ABAN EFFORT COMPONENTS ALONG WITH THEIR p- VALUES . “*”
INDICATES A SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION .

r=
p=

Back1
68
0.00*

Back2
75
0.00*

Clavicle
63
0.00*

Chest
58
0.00*

Q2
Shoulder
72
0.00*

Elbow
77
0.00*

Wrist
81
0.00*

Center
78
0.00*

Middle fingertip
75
0.00*

Q1
81
0.00*

Time

34

r=
p=

-14
0.45

-30
0.09

-29
0.10

-9
0.63

16
0.37

53
0.00*

60
0.00*

60
0.00*

41
0.02*

77
0.00*

Space

35

r=
p=

8
0.66

3
0.86

9
0.63

-4
0.82

19
0.27

32
0.06

61
0.00*

62
0.00*

63
0.00*

5
0.75

Flow

21

r=
p=

52
0.02*

46
0.04*

50
0.02*

45
0.04*

55
0.01*

-2
0.94

67
0.00*

57
0.01*

-32
0.15

-

Sudden, 2

Sustained, 2

Surprise

1

Happiness

Surprise

Happiness

Fear

Disgust

Light, 2

Anger

1

0

Fear

0

1

Anger

1

Sadness

Quantified Time

Strong, 2

Sadness

absorption of the kinetic energy. However, the peak of the
kinetic energy of the body parts (W eightQ1 ) provides a more
accurate measure for Weight Effort (r = 81%) as it considers
the maximum discharge of the kinetic energy of all the body
parts.
Bartenieff described Sudden Time as react quickly or
immediately and Sustained Time as take time, moving slowly
and lingering in time [9]. Considering these descriptions,
Sudden movements should demonstrate larger accelerations,
whereas Sustained movements are characterized with lower or
no acceleration. In our study, the peak acceleration of the upper
body parts (T imeQ1 ) results in a higher correlation with the
CMA-annotated Time (r = 77%) as compared to the aggregated acceleration (T imeQ2 : r = 60% at wrist). It is possible
that the aggregated acceleration produces a large quantity for
Sustained movements, which are generally characterized as
lingering in time (resulting in a longer duration as compared to
Sudden movements), and as a result identifies them as Sudden
movements. Normalizing the aggregated acceleration by the
length of the movements results in an improved correlation (r
= 71% at wrist) as compared to the unnormalized aggregated
acceleration used in [14]. However, this is still lower than the
correlation for the maximum acceleration measure. The normalized aggregated acceleration is not an appropriate measure
for Time Effort as it represents the average acceleration and
fails to capture abrupt changes in the velocity. Therefore, the
maximum acceleration at the upper body parts (T imeQ1 ) is a
more appropriate measure for Time Effort.
The kinematic cues (velocity and acceleration) used for
quantification of Weight and Time Effort are similar to those
reported as relevant cues to these components in the movement
literature [24], [25], [26], [27], [15], [16]. The average quantified Weight (W eightQ1 ) and Time (T imeQ1 ) Effort for the
affective hand and arm movements are shown in Figure 2. The
sad and angry movements are clearly distinguishable from the
rest of the movements using the quantified Time and Weight.
The angry movements are characterized by Strong Weight and
Sudden Time, whereas the sad movements are characterized
by Light Weight and Sustained Time. The average Weight
for the remaining emotions is Light, however none of them
exceeds the Lightness of the sad movements. The Time for
the surprised movements is slightly oriented toward Sudden
Time, whereas the Time for the fearful, disgusted, and happy
movements is slightly Sustained. These results can be used to
study the capability of the isolated hand and arm movements
to convey distinct basic emotions.
The majority of the movements (31/35) are annotated by
the CMA as Direct Space, only 2 are annotated as Indirect
and the remaining 2 are annotated as Spaceless (no attention
to Space). Therefore, due to the imbalance in the sample size

Disgust

Weight

Sample size
36

Quantified Weight

TABLE IV.

Fig. 2. Average (and standard error) quantified Weight and Time for the
affective hand and arm movements. y-axis labels are assigned to correspond
to the 5-point Likert scale used in the annotation questionnaire. The circles
and their sizes indicate the average value and sample size, respectively.

(lack of adequate samples at different levels of Space), it is
difficult to validate the proposed Space quantifications for hand
and arm movements. Furthermore, Space Effort describes the
actor’s focus (single-focused vs multi-focused) and other visual
cues (facial movements) might be needed to better evaluate
Space. For instance, an expansive arm movement can be used
to greet several arriving parties (multi-focused, Indirect) or a
single arriving person (single-focused, Direct), which would be
difficult to annotate without additional contextual information.
The spatial stopping constraint in the motion paths (Table
III) contributes to having movements with multiple Flow
qualities, as it turns a movement to Bound Flow toward the
end even if it begins as a Free Flow movement. This resulted
in Flow being the Effort component with the most multiple
annotations for each movement (23 out of 44 movements).
Using the magnitude of jerk, derivative of acceleration, for
quantifying the Flow (F lowQ2 ), a significant correlation as
high as 67% is obtained at the wrist. Other studies also relate
Flow to the jerkiness of the motion trajectory (e.g., [26], [27],
[15]).
Using the average curvature of the movement projections
in the PCA-extracted 2D planes, a correlation of 81% (p <
0.0001) between the quantified and CMA-annotated Shape
Directional is obtained. Figure 3 shows the quantified values
for Shape Directional, in which Arc-like Shape Directional (as
annotated by the CMA) and a suitable threshold for labelling
are shown as red circles and a dashed line, respectively.
Applying the threshold, the movements are divided into two
bins of Spoke-like and Arc-like, and a Phi correlation5 of 93%
is obtained between the binned-quantified and CMA-annotated
Shape Directional. The high correlation results for Shape
5 Pearson correlation computed between two binary variables returns Phi
correlation.

Quanitified Shape Directional

Spoke−like
Arc−like

[3]

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
Movements

Fig. 3. Quantified Shape Directional for different movements. The dashed
line illustrates a suitable threshold value.

Directional verify the efficacy of the proposed measure for
identifying the Arc-like or Spoke-like Shape of the movements.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The Laban Effort and Shape provide a systematic approach
to describe expressive qualities of a movement, which can
benefit the computational analysis of affective movements.
To enable the application of the Laban Effort and Shape
components in computational analysis, these components need
to be quantified. In this study, two approaches for quantifying
the Laban Effort are adapted for hand and arm movements.
Furthermore, an approach for quantifying Shape Directional
of hand and arm movements is proposed. The quantifications
are based on measurable physical movement cues. The efficacy of the quantifications is evaluated in comparison to the
annotations provided by a CMA for an affective hand and arm
movement dataset. The dataset consists of different affective
expressions communicated through a set of predefined hand
and arm movements by a professional actor. The proposed
Laban Effort and Shape quantifications are used to characterize
the subtle modulations in the execution of the movements to
convey a desired affective expression.
The results show that the quantified and annotated components are highly correlated, specifically for the Time and
Weight Effort, and Shape Directional. All the high correlations
reported in this study are found to be statistically significant.
Due to the imbalance in the dataset (majority Direct movements), the Space quantification can not be verified and needs
a larger sample size at different levels of Space Effort to be
validated. Furthermore, the stopping constraint on the designed
motion paths, to some extent, limits the movement variations
along Flow Effort. However, the proposed Flow quantification
can fairly predict CMA’s Flow annotation (67% correlation).
In future works, hand and arm movements with varied Flow
qualities will be considered to further verify the proposed
measure.
A mapping between affective categories/dimensions and
different levels of the quantified Laban Effort and Shape
components will be explored in future work to identify Laban
components and their magnitudes salient to different affective
categories and dimensions.
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